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At HiB, we’ve been making a difference to 
bathrooms for more than 30 years. From the 
very beginning of our journey, we have been 
dedicated to providing products which not 
only catch the eye, but also break new ground. 
From Bluetooth® capability to USB integration, 
our range has come a long way since 1990, 
but our commitment to making bathrooms 
beautiful has never changed.

“

“

To be the leading supplier of 
innovative, creative solutions which 
make bathrooms beautiful, whilst 
making a substantial difference to 
the lives of our people, partners 
and the world we live in.

Dimension 60 - page 63

HiB’s Vision



At HiB, we are dedicated to designing your ideal bathroom and helping you create a sanctuary in your 
home that excites and delights you every day.

With more than 30 years’ experience, we are renowned for our innovation, peerless quality and, above 
all else, our commitment to revolutionising bathroom design. Your bathroom could benefit from the 
latest innovations, such as heated pads to help keep your mirror clear, LED colour temperature changing 
technology and even Bluetooth®-enabled cabinets — all in a style that suits your personal taste.

Whether you’re looking for classic contemporary or want an industrial edge for your bathroom, 
you’ll find your style with HiB.

Creating a beautiful bathroom is all in the planning. 
When designing your bathroom, consider which elements will bring the space to life and work from 
there. In our experience, a beautiful mirror or a cutting-edge cabinet adds a focal point that transforms 
and enhances the room.

How HiB makes the difference...

Creating your beautiful bathroom...

Find your perfect lighting with 
colour temperature changing illumination...

Warm White - 2700K
For a soft, soothing glow, opt for 
Warm White. The mellow tones of 
this setting create a sense of calm 
for gentle relaxation. Perfect for 
unwinding in the bath or for your 
pre-bed routine. 

Natural White - 4000K
Natural White is the best 
representation of natural daylight, 
for a truer, more accurate 
reflection. This neutral shade is 
ideal for tasks where precision is 
required, such as shaving, shaping 
your eyebrows and applying 
make-up.

Cool White - 6000K
The fresh, bright hue of Cool 
White is designed to invigorate 
and energise you. It’s the perfect 
colour temperature for your 
morning routine, helping you 
wake up and prepare yourself 
for the day ahead.

Platform 60 - page 30
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Your mirror is – quite literally – a reflection of 
you and your style aspirations. The right mirror 
can create the illusion of space, enhance your 
lighting scheme and deliver the look you want 
for your bathroom.

Everyone has a different idea of what makes 
the perfect bathroom. That’s why each HiB 
mirror has its own distinctive features — so 
you’re sure to find one that suits your aesthetic 
and meets your specific needs. Whether 
you can’t live without your playlist, like your 
lighting ‘just so’, or always have a device to 
charge — we have a mirror for you.

Find your
mirror

Mirrors

Air 50  - page 22 Scan for videos and further information about 
our Mirror ranges.DISCOVER MORE
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For a designer look that works in a classic or contemporary setting, consider 
Solstice. This statement mirror is available in two finishes, an industrial 
matt black and brushed brass and includes a feature hanging strap. 
The bold style is complemented by a halo of ambient backlight and a ring 
of colour temperature changing LED lighting, which offers customisable 
frontal illumination. Internal heated pads help to reduce the condensation 
on the glass, for a flawless and functional bathroom centrepiece.

Solstice Mirrors                                        

Key features
Colour temperature 
changing LED illumination

Available in matt black or 
brushed brass

Wall-mounted mirror with 
decorative strap and 
wall fitting support

Heated pad

Touch switch

Solstice LED Mirrors

Solstice 80 Black - Warm White

Solstice 60 Brushed Brass - Warm White

Solstice 60 
Black
79520700 
Ø60cm x 3.8cm 
(H90 x W60cm)

Solstice 80 
Black
79520800 
Ø80cm x 3.8cm 
(H100 x W80cm)

Solstice 60 
Brushed Brass 
79520750 
Ø60cm x 3.8cm 
(H90 x W60cm)

Solstice 80
Brushed Brass 
79520850 
Ø80cm x 3.8cm 
(H100 x W80cm)
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Featuring Atto Black accessories - see page 86

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Solstice 
mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

€484 €557

€587 €660



Solas offers light blending and colour temperature changing technology for a level 
of illumination that is second to none. The mirror features a circle of LED light, which 
is offset from the surface of the mirror. This provides optimal facial illumination, 
comparable with the make-up mirrors used by professional stylists. Find the perfect 
hue for precision tasks, such as shaving or applying make-up — or choose a shade that 
complements your interior design.

The circular LED light frame is available in chrome or brushed brass with mirrored sides, 
or in a cutting-edge industrial black. Solas can be hung landscape or portrait to suit 
your bathroom.

Solas Mirrors                                        

Key features
Polished chrome frame with 
mirrored sides, brushed brass frame 
with mirrored sides, or matt black 
with matt black sides 

Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

Heated pad

Can be hung landscape 
or portrait

Touch free operation

Solas LED Mirrors

Solas 60 Brushed Brass

Solas 60 Black

Solas 50 
Chrome 
79510500 
70 x 50(60) x 7.8cm

Solas 50 
Brushed Brass 
79530500 
70 x 50(60) x 7.8cm

Solas 50 
Black 
79520500 
70 x 50(60) x 7.8cm

Solas 60
Chrome 
79510600 
80 x 60(70) x 7.8cm

Solas 60
Brushed Brass 
79530600 
80 x 60(70) x 7.8cm

Solas 60
Black 
79520600 
80 x 60(70) x 7.8cm

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Solas 
mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Solas 50 Chrome
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Featuring Atto Black accessories - see page 86

€587

€719

€616

€631

€763

€660



Sleek channels of LED illumination, enhanced by impressive height, Maxim is 
a refined and sophisticated bathroom mirror that commands attention. 
Composed of three panels of mirror glass reaching up to 90cm in height, 
with precision illumination featuring colour temperature changing technology, 
Maxim is perfectly poised for bathroom prominence.

Maxim Mirrors                                        

Key features
Colour temperature 
changing LED illumination

Heated pad

Touch free operation

Maxim 50
79570100 
90 x 50 x 4cm

Maxim 60
79570200 
90 x 60x 4cm

Maxim 80 
79570300 
90 x 80x 4cm

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Maxim 
mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Maxim LED Mirrors

Maxim 50 - Cool White

Maxim 60 - Warm White
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The ideal selection for design connoisseurs, Frontier is a masterpiece of light 
and shade. A circular central mirror is bordered by a band of intense light, 
tempered perfectly by a dramatic background of smoked grey glass. This 
provides perfect radiance with minimal glare. Ambient backlight adds 
a further layer to the look, casting a soft glow onto the surrounding walls. 
The look is softened with rounded corners and bevelled edges. 
Frontier’s discreet touch controls allow you to adjust the brightness 
and colour temperature of the light to suit your décor and mood.

Frontier Mirrors                                        

Key features
Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

Circular illuminated mirror mounted 
on a smoked grey glass  

Heated pad

Brightness control

Can be hung landscape or portrait

Touch switches

Frontier 60 
78725000 
80 x 60 x 5cm

Frontier 70 
78726000 
90 x 70cm x 5cm

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Frontier 
mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Frontier 70 - Warm White

Frontier LED Mirrors

€610 €651 €679

€587 €660



A contemporary approach to a timeless ornate mirror, Bellus’ elaborate patterned 
illumination creates a striking feature, ideal for both modernist and classic bathroom 
settings. The chamfered diffuser on the back of the mirror creates a delicate, ambient 
glow across the wall which offers a sophisticated finishing touch to the space.

Bellus Mirrors                                        

Key features
Colour temperature 
changing LED illumination

Heated pad

Touch free operation 

Bellus 60
79580100 
Ø60 x 3.7cm

Bellus 80
79580200 
Ø80 x 3.7cm

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Bellus 
mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Bellus LED Mirrors

Bellus 80

Bellus 80
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€502 €543



An ‘all-round’ winner for those who love a touch of luxury. Sphere features a halo 
of colour temperature changing LED lighting. You can switch between warmer 
and cooler shades of white light, simply by holding the touch switch.

Arena has an integrated heated pad, to help keep the glass clear, and a colour 
temperature changing border that gives it striking definition.Sphere Mirrors                                        Arena Mirrors                                        

Key features
Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

Heated pad

Touch switch

Key features

Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

Can be hung landscape 
or portrait

Heated pad

Touch switch

Sphere 60 - Warm White Arena 120 - Cool White

Arena 80 - Warm WhiteWarm White Cool White

Sphere LED Mirrors Arena LED Mirrors

Sphere 60
78760000
Ø60 x 3cm

Sphere 80
78761000
Ø80 x 3cm Arena 80 

79530800 
80 x 50 x 3cm

Arena 120 
79531200 
60 x 120 x 3cm

Scan for videos and 
further information about 
our Arena mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE
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Scan for videos and further 
information about our 
Sphere mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

€462 €524
€484 €660



Adjustable lighting transforms the ambience of your bathroom, from warm and 
relaxing to cool and invigorating. Theme’s soft backlight changes from radiant 
warm whites to icy cool whites at the touch of a button.

With its clean lines and minimal design, this versatile mirror will look stunning 
in any style of bathroom.

Theme Mirrors                                        

Theme 60
79110000
Ø60 x 3.75cm

Theme 80
79120000
Ø80cm x 3.75cm

Theme 100
79130000
Ø98cm x 3.75cm

Key features
Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

Heated pad

Touch switch

Theme 60 - Warm White
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Scan for videos and further 
information about our Theme 
mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE
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Theme 100 - Cool White

Theme LED Mirrors

The Ambience mirrors include the latest colour temperature changing 
technology. You can change the light from cool white to warm white 
and every shade in-between at the touch of a button.

Ambience Mirrors                                        

Ambience LED Mirrors

Ambience 40 
79000000 
80 x 40 x 4cm

Ambience 120 
79300000 
60 x 120 x 4cm

Ambience 140 
79310000 
60 x 140 x 4cm

Ambience 50 
79100000 
70 x 50 x 4cm

Ambience 60 
79200000 
60 x 80 x 4cm

Ambience 90 
79210000 
60 x 90 x 4cm

Key features
Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

Heated pad

Can be hung landscape 
or portrait

Touch switch

Cool White

Scan for videos and further 
information about our Ambience 
mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Ambience 140 - Warm White

€386 €425 €513

€354

€540

€575

€354 €386

€447



Refined and functional, Fold’s distinctive illuminated edges can be angled to the desired 
position, offering a more direct task light or be pushed fully back against the wall for an 
ambient light. This paired with dimming and colour changing technology ensure that 
Fold is the perfect mirror for practical use and to set the scene.

Fold Mirrors                                        

Key features
Colour temperature 
changing LED illumination

Variable illumination using 
adjustable sides

Brightness control

Heated pad

Touch switches

Fold 50
79601000 
80 x 50 x 3cm

Fold 60
79602000 
80 x 60 x 3cm

Fold 80 
79603000 
60 x 80 x 3cm

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Fold 
mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Fold LED Mirrors

Fold 60 - Cool White

Touch switches

Fold variable illumination
using adjustable sides
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€543 €610 €651



Delicate, yet impactful, Air’s impressive height is complemented by its ultra-slim frame for 
a finely balanced statement piece. The precision frame of LED illumination provides subtle 
radiance, while touch free operation offers an intuitive experience that heightens the overall 
sense of luxury. For total ease, all electrical components are contained within the frame, 
so there is no need to recess or conceal any elements within the supporting wall.

Air Mirrors                                        

Key features
LED illumination

Slim profile

Heated pad

Can be hung landscape 
or portrait

Touch free operation

Air LED Mirrors

Air 50

Air 120 shown with Peak pendant lighting (page 100)

Ultra-slim frame and precision illumination

Scan for videos and 
further information about 
our Air mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Air 40 
78730000 
70 x 40 x 2.5cm

Air 120 
78733000 
70 x 120 x 2.5cm

Air 50 
78731000 
80 x 50 x 2.5cm

Air 60 
78732000 
60 x 80 x 2.5cm
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€484

€734

€513

€557



Globe opens up a whole new world of style, in any size of bathroom. If you have 
a large space, consider landscape positioning. For more compact bathrooms, 
use it vertically to create a sense of airiness and light. A sensor-activated perimeter 
of ambient lighting adds a final finishing touch.

Globe Mirrors                                        

Globe 120 - Warm White

Key features
Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

Heated pad

Can be hung landscape 
or portrait

Touch free operation

Globe 45 
78400000 
80 x 45 x 4.5cm

Globe 120 
78700000 
60 x 120 x 4.5cm

Globe 140 
78710000 
60 x 140 x 4.5cm

Globe 50 
78500000 
70 x 50 x 4.5cm

Globe 60 
78600000 
60 x 80 x 4.5cm

Globe 90 
78610000 
60 x 90 x 4.5cm

Globe LED Mirrors

Globe 45 - Cool White
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Scan for videos and further 
information about our Globe 
mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

€484

€701

€741

€465

€505 €540



The Element range combines double-layered units with radiant lighting. 
The mirror is mounted onto a clear sheet of glass, framed with adjustable 
ambient LED light.

This creates a striking reflective effect and gives your bathroom a real 
wow factor.

This stunning mirror is designed to create a focal point in your room. The subtle 
backlit effect is complemented by a border detail on the surface of the mirror. 
A built-in heated pad helps to reduce condensation on the glass.

Element Mirrors                                        Outline Mirrors                                        

Element LED Mirrors Outline LED Mirrors

Key features
Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

Heated pad

Can be hung landscape 
or portrait

Touch switch

Element 50 
79420000 
70 x 50 x 3cm

Element 60 
79430000 
80 x 60 x 3cm

Element 120 
79440000 
60 x 120 x 3cm

Key features
LED back-lit with top and 
bottom illumination

Mirrored sides

Heated pad

Touch free operation

Outline 50 
78757000 
70 x 50 x 3cm

Outline 60 
78758000 
80 x 60 x 3cm

Outline 80 
78759000 
60 x 80 x 3cm

Element 120 

Element 50

Outline 80

Outline 50
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Scan for videos and further 
information about our 
Element mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Scan for videos and further information 
about our Outline mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

€462 €519

€694

€425 €462

€462



Featuring striking sensor-operated side lighting, Beam brings a vibrant glow to the 
bathroom. The mirror includes an internal heated pad to prevent condensation build 
up on the glass, so you can be sure of a crystal clear view, even after a long hot bath.

Beam Mirrors                                        

Beam LED Mirrors

Key features
LED illumination

Heated pad

Touch free operation

Beam 50 
79550500 
70 x 50 x 3cm

Beam 60 
79550600 
80 x 60 x 3cm

Beam 80 
79550700 
60 x 80 x 3cm

With a classic rectangular shape and minimal styling, Aura has the versatility to 
complement almost any style of bathroom. Bevelled edges and sensor-activated LED 
illumination add an additional touch of refinement.

Aura Mirrors                                        

Aura LED Mirrors

Key features
LED Ambient illumination top 
and bottom

Heated pad

Touch free operation

Aura 50 
79560500 
70 x 50 x 4cm

Aura 60 
79560600 
80 x 60 x 4cm

Aura 80 
79560700 
60 x 80 x 4cm

Beam 50 

Beam 80 Aura 60 

Aura 50 
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Scan for videos and 
further information about 
our Beam mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Scan for videos and further 
information about our 
Aura mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

€440 €469

€469

€352 €382

€382



Platform blends the sleek, minimalist charm of an illuminated mirror 
with all the benefits of storage, thanks to a convenient shelf, which has 
a beautiful glass surface that reflects the light and provides ample space 
for all your essentials. As well as featuring a heated pad in the mirror surface 
to reduce condensation, Platform also includes a wireless phone charger 
that is concealed in the glass shelf and a toothbrush charger, 
maximising practicality.

Platform Mirrors                                        

Key features
LED illumination

Illuminated shelf

Wireless phone charger

Toothbrush chargerB

Heated pad

Touch free operation

Removable anti-slip mat 
BFits most major electric toothbrush 
manufacturers

Platform 50
78734000 
81.4 x 50 x 11.4cm

Platform 60
78735000 
81.4 x 60 x 11.4cm

Platform 80 
78736000 
61.4 x 80 x 11.4cm

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Platform 
mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Platform LED Mirrors with Wireless Charging

Platform 80

Wireless phone charger and toothbrush charger Illuminated glass top shelf

Platform 60
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Featuring Atto Black accessories - see page 86

€707 €787

€815



Vega features LED colour temperature changing lighting and a charging socket, 
discreetly hidden behind the mirror front. The socket is suitable for your toothbrushes, 
shavers and trimmers. Vega is also fitted with a heated pad to reduce condensation on 
the glass surface.

Duplus combines hints of classic Georgian architecture with the sophistication of 
modern interior design. Vertical pillars of LED light are artfully paired with softer, 
backlit horizontal lines. This draws the eye upward, adding height to the room. 
Duplus features an in-built two-pin charging socket, for your convenience. Its 
timeless, geometric angles create a mirror that is equally at home 
in a classic or contemporary bathroom.

Vega Mirrors                                        Duplus Mirrors                                        

Vega LED Mirrors with Charging Socket Duplus LED Mirrors with Charging Socket

Vega 120 
78748000 
60 x 120 x 5.5cm

Key features
Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

2 pin charging socket

Heated pad

Touch switch

Vega 40 
78749000 
80 x 40 x 5.5cm

Vega 50 
78750000 
70 x 50 x 5.5cm

Vega 60 
78751000 
80 x 60 x 5.5cm

Vega 80 
78752000 
60 x 80 x 5.5cm

Duplus 50 
78727000 
90 x 50 x 7cm

Duplus 60 
78728000 
90 x 60 x 7cm

Duplus 80 
78729000 
60 x 80 x 7cm

Key features
Colour temperature 
changing LED illumination

2 pin charging socket

Heated pad

Touch free operation

Vega 80 - Warm White

Duplus 60 - Cool White

Charging socket

Depth of illumination

Charging socket
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Scan for videos and further 
information about our 
Vega mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Scan for videos and further 
information about our 
Duplus mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

€772

€509 €520 €566

€566 €529 €572 €529



With its striking double LED border, Boundary will light up your 
bathroom routine perfectly. The mirror is also fitted with integrated 
shaver socket and heated pad to reduce condensation.

Boundary Mirrors                                        Astral Mirror                                        

Boundary LED Mirrors with Charging Socket Astral LED Mirrors with Charging Socket

Key features
LED Illumination

2 pin charging socket

Heated pad

Touch free operation

Boundary 50 
79540500 
70 x 50 x 5.6cm

Boundary 60 
79540600 
80 x 60 x 5.6cm

Boundary 80 
79540700 
60 x 80 x 5.6cm

Key features
LED dot illumination

2 pin charging socket

Heated pad

Touch free operation

Astral 
77450000 
70 x 50 x 5.5cm

Boundary 80

Charging socket
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Scan for videos and further 
information about our 
Boundary mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Scan for videos and further information 
about our Astral mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

€440 €484

€513 €440



Take your bathroom tech to the next level with Globe Plus. 
The next generation of our highly popular Globe mirror incorporates 
a host of intuitive features to help create a bespoke bathroom 
experience. Colour temperature changing LED illumination helps 
you set the mood. Connect your phone via Bluetooth® to enjoy your 
favourite podcast or playlist through two integrated speakers. 
And keep an eye on the time and temperature via a discreet digital 
display. The mirror also features a two-pin charging socket for your 
bathroom essentials and an internal heated pad to help keep the 
glass clear of condensation.

Globe Plus Mirrors                                        

Key features
Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

Digital display – temperature, time 
and date

Bluetooth® connectivityB

Integrated speakers

2 pin charging socket

Heated pad

Touch switches
BOnly compatible smart phones and Bluetooth® devices

Globe Plus 50 
78721000 
70 x 50 x 6cm
Portrait

Globe Plus 60 
78722000 
80 x 60 x 6cm
Portrait

Globe Plus 80 
78723000 
60 x 80 x 6cm
Landscape

Globe Plus LED Bluetooth® Mirrors

Globe Plus 80

Digital display Integrated speakers

Bluetooth® connectivity

Bluetooth® connectivity brings music 
to your bathroom

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Globe 
Plus Mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE
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€631 €676 €676



Tech-savvy buyers will appreciate this mirror that doubles as a USB charging 
station. The mirror also has built-in speakers and Bluetooth® integration, so 
you can listen to your favourite playlist or podcast.

Connect Mirrors                                        

Connect LED Mirrors

Scan for videos and 
further information 
on our Connect 
mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Connect 50 
78763000 
70 x 50 x 5.6cm

Connect 60 
78764000 
80 x 60 x 5.6cm

Connect 80 
78765000 
60 x 80 x 5.6cm

Connect 120 
78766000 
60 x 120 x 5.6cm

Key features
Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

Ambient top and bottom lighting

Bluetooth® connectivityB

Integrated speakers

2 pin charging socket and 
USB charging ports

Heated pad

Touch free operation
BOnly compatible smart phones and Bluetooth® devices

Connect 120 - Cool White shown with Peak pendant lighting (page 100)

Bluetooth® connectivity

Connect 50 - Warm White

USB charging ports
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€616 €662

€662 €802



Zircon is a perfect choice if you have limited space. Its sleek form and slim depth 
fit effortlessly into a smaller bathroom, while the reflection of light creates an illusion 
of space. The integrated heated pad helps to keep the mirror clear, while a clever 
sensor allows you to turn the lights on and off simply by waving your hand.

With its decorative mirror profile and chamfered LED lighting, Spectre is sure to 
create a feature in your bathroom. Touch-sensitive adjustable lighting smoothly 
transitions from warm to cool white light and remembers your preference, so it’s 
always just as you like it.

Zircon Mirrors                                        Spectre Mirrors                                        

Zircon LED Mirrors Spectre LED Mirrors

Key features
LED illumination

Mirrored sides

Heated pad

Touch free 
operation

Zircon 50 
77600000 
70 x 50 x 4cm

Zircon 60 
77610000 
80 x 60 x 4cm

Zircon 80 
77620000 
60 x 80 x 4cm

Key features
Colour temperature changing LED illumination

Spectre 60 can be hung landscape or portrait 

Mirrored sides

Heated pad

Touch switch

Spectre 100 
79530000 
60 x 100 x 5cm

Spectre 60 
79520000 
80 x 60 x 5cm

Spectre 50 
79510000 
70 x 50 x 5cm

Spectre 60

Zircon 50
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Scan for videos and further information 
about our Zircon mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Scan for videos and further information 
about our Spectre mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

€417 €459 €459
€616

€520€478



Key features
Choice of matt black or brushed brass frame

Minimalist design

Optional Demista pad available, 
see page 115

Choice of accessories to match finishes

Key features
Choice of matt black or brushed brass frame

Minimalist design

Optional Demista pad available, 
see page 115

Choice of accessories to match finishes

Trim Curve 40
Black
62010000 
60 x 40 x 2.5cm

Trim Curve 50
Black
62030000 
70 x 50 x 2.5cm

Trim Curve 40
Brushed Brass
62020000 
60 x 40 x 2.5cm

Trim Curve 50
Brushed Brass
62040000 
70 x 50 x 2.5cm

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Trim 
mirror range.

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Trim 
mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE DISCOVER MORE

Trim Shaped Mirrors

Chic and stylish, Trim’s aesthetic charm is in its subtle metallic soft curved 
frame and detailing. A choice of matt black or brushed brass finish makes 
Trim both a sophisticated centrepiece and a complementing feature to 
match the styling of the bathroom or other home settings.

Trim Curve Mirrors                                        
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All the attractiveness of the Trim mirror in a circular metallic frame, 
Trim Round offers minimalist design in the popular circular shape, perfect 
for use across the home. Combine Trim Round with a pair of wall lights 
for a touch of luxe detailing.

Trim Round Mirrors                                        

Trim Round 60
Black
62050000 
Ø60 x 2.5cm

Trim Round 80
Black
62070000 
Ø80 x 2.5cm

Trim Round 60
Brushed Brass
62060000 
Ø60 x 2.5cm

Trim Round 80
Brushed Brass
62080000 
Ø80 x 2.5cm

Trim Round 80 - Brushed Brass

Matt BlackMatt Black€163 €189

€176 €203

€176 €217

€203 €244



Inspired by modernist French designs, the Arte mirror adds a certain ‘je ne sais quoi’ to your 
bathroom. The mirror has a stylish striped border and introduce an element of Parisienne 
chic to your scheme.

Georgia’s distinctive frame adds a stunning twist to the classic rectangular 
design. The clear glass mount allows your wall detail to shine through. 
This makes your decor appear part of the mirror — as though it was designed 
specially for you.

Arte Mirror                                     Georgia Mirror                                     

Arte Decorative Mirror Georgia Decorative Mirror

Arte 60
79480000
Ø60cm

Key features
Brilliant cut design

Key features
Can be hung landscape or portrait

Mirror mounted on clear glass with 
mirror frame border

Georgia 50 
76060500 
70 x 50cm

Georgia 60 
79400000 
80 x 60cm

Georgia 50
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Scan for videos and further 
information about our 
Arte mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Scan for videos and further 
information about our 
Georgia mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

€271 €230 €271



These contemporary, light-amplifying mirrors have been created by 
mounting a mirror onto another mirror. The Emma, Olivia and Linus 
mirrors can be used in landscape or portrait orientation, to suit the 
layout of your bathroom.

Emma, Olivia
and Linus Mirrors                                     

Mirror on Mirror

Emma 
63504000 
50 x 40cm

Olivia 
63604000 
60 x 40cm

Linus 
76700000 
70 x 50cm

Key features
Emma, Olivia and Linus mirrors can be 
hung landscape or portrait

Mirror on mirror design

Triumph’s classic, understated design will never go out of fashion. 
Its simplicity is complemented by reflective mirrored edges, which catch the 
light from all directions to create a stunning bathroom feature.

Optional Demista pads available, see page 115.

Triumph Mirrors                                    

Triumph Mirrors with Mirrored Sides

Key features
Mirrored sides

Optional Demista pad available, 
see page 115 for Demista pads

Triumph 50 
78100000 
70 x 50 x 4.5cm

Triumph 60 
78300000 
80 x 60 x 4.5cm

Linus shown with Peak pendant lighting (page 110)

Triumph 60

Mirrored sides
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Scan for videos and further 
information about our 
Mirror on Mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Scan for videos and further 
information about our 
Triumph range.

DISCOVER MORE

€109 €114 €157 €168 €210



These rectangular mirrors have bevelled edges, which reflect 
the light to create a three-dimensional, framed effect. Optional 
Demista pads adhere discreetly to the back panel to prevent 
a build-up of mist and condensation. The Johnson, Joshua, Fili 
and Jackson mirrors can be hung landscape or portrait to suit 
your bathroom.

Optional Demista pads available, see page 115.

Johnson, Joshua,
Fili, Jackson
and Willow Mirrors                                     

Bevelled Mirrors

Johnson 
76900000 
60 x 40cm

Fili 
76030000 
80 x 40cm

Joshua 
61701500 
70 x 50cm

Jackson 
76800000 
80 x 60cm

Willow 
77305000 
60 x 120cm

Key features
Johnson, Joshua, Fili and Jackson mirrors can 
be hung landscape or portrait

Optional Demista pad available, 
see page 115 for Demista pads

If you prefer a softer, less angular look for your bathroom, take a look at our 
rounded mirror collection. There are two options to choose from: Rondo is 
simply round; and Jazz is rectangular with rounded corners.

Optional Demista pads available, see page 115.

Rondo
and Jazz Mirrors                                    

Shaped Mirrors

Key features
Jazz can be hung landscape or portrait

Optional Demista pad available, 
see page 115 for Demista pads

Rondo 
61504000 
Ø50cm

Jazz 
76029800 
80 x 40cm Jazz

Willow

Rondo
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Scan for videos and further 
information about our 
Bevelled Mirrors range.

DISCOVER MORE

Scan for videos and further 
information about our 
Bevelled Mirrors range.

DISCOVER MORE

€103 €114€109

€140 €212
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€159



Unlike anything else on the market, Cirque features clean defined lines, 
5x magnification and innovative soft-glow LED illumination. The light is 
activated by a touch switch that, when held down, cycles through 
a spectrum of cool and warm white hues.

The perfect partner for delicate tasks such as eyebrow plucking or 
precision shaving, this unique design brings the boutique hotel to your 
bathroom.

The Libra mirror has 3x magnification, illuminates when you pull it 
towards you and turns off when you fold it away.

3x magnifying mirrors, ideal for applying make-up or shaving.Cirque
and Libra
LED Magnifying Mirrors                                     

Eclipse
and Helix
Magnifying Mirrors                                     

LED Magnifying Mirrors LED Magnifying Mirrors

Key features
Cirque

Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

5x magnification

Touch switch

Libra

LED illumination

3x magnification

Illuminates when you pull it 
towards you and turns off when 
you fold it away

Cirque 
21700 
Ø20cm - Maximum Extension 23cm

Libra 
21400 
Ø20cm - Maximum Extension 22cm

Cool White

Cirque

Libra

Warm White Key features
Eclipse

LED illumination

3x magnification

Rocker switch

Helix

Helix mirrors are double-sided with 
3x magnification on one side and a 
plain mirror on reverse

Eclipse Square 
21200 
18 x 18cm - Maximum Extension 30.5cm

Eclipse Round 
21100 
Ø20cm - Maximum Extension 30cm

Helix Round 
21300 
Ø20cm - Maximum Extension 24.5cm

Helix Square 
21500 
17 x 17cm - Maximum Extension 24.5cm

Eclipse Round

Helix Square

Scan for videos 
and further 
information 
about our 
Magnifying 
Mirror ranges.

DISCOVER MORE
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Scan for videos 
and further 
information 
about our 
Magnifying 
Mirror ranges.

DISCOVER MORE

€431 €336 €377€377 €227 €227



Your new bathroom will benefit from 
beautifully designed cabinets that look and 
feel luxurious, while offering practical storage 
and technological features.

Your cabinet will provide ample storage for 
all your small bathroom essentials, to keep 
your surfaces clear and clutter-free.

Some cabinets also incorporate built-in 
technology, such as charging sockets, 
pioneering demisting technology, 
clever adjustable lighting and even 
Bluetooth® connectivity.

Find your
cabinet

Cabinets

Dusk 80 - page 68 Scan for videos and further information on 
our cabinet ranges.DISCOVER MORE
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Verve blends substance and style to create a beautiful bathroom centrepiece. 
The clean, classic design has mirrored doors that are softly illuminated by LED 
borders on three sides. The floating glass shelf is lit from above, providing 
a platform to display your favourite accessories or store everyday essentials. 
Inside, the cabinet is filled with bathroom technology comprising of an integral 
wireless phone charger, a two-pin charging socket and a USB port, which can be 
used to power a range of devices. A ‘keep-clean’ mat protects the cabinet shelf 
from spills and stains.

Verve Cabinets                                        

Verve LED Aluminium Cabinets

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Verve 
cabinet range.

DISCOVER MORE

Key features
LED illumination

Quick access, illuminated open 
storage

Mirrored back panel

Wireless phone charging padB

2 pin integrated charging socket

USB charging socket

Double-sided mirrored door(s)

Mirrored sides

Soft-close hinges

Touch free operation

Removable ‘keep clean’ mat 
BOnly compatible with smart phones with wireless 
charging capabilities

Verve 50
3 Shelves 
52700 
50cm x 90cm x 15cm

Verve 60 
6 Shelves

52800 
60cm x 90cm x 15cm

Verve 80 
6 Shelves

52900 
80cm x 90cm x 15cm

Verve 80

Wireless phone charging pad

Verve 60
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Soft curves and precision illumination combined with amazing functionality, Isoe is the 
complete bathroom cabinet package. Its understated appearance of seamless curves, 
ambient lighting and mirrored sides ensure Isoe’s style versatility, perfect for bathrooms 
of all shapes, sizes and designs.

For those seeking functionality, Isoe delivers plenty of features including an electric 
toothbrush charger, 2 pin and double USB charger, ensuring that all your personal 
devices can be kept charged.

The adjustable shelving provides ample storage, plus a useful ‘keep clean’ mat and 
touchless operation improves hygiene.

Isoe Cabinets                                        

Isoe LED Demisting, Aluminium Cabinets

Key features
LED illumination

Precision door illumination

2 pin integrated charging socket

USB charging socket(s)

Toothbrush chargerB

Electric toothbrush head 
storage

Double sided mirrored door(s)

Heated pad in mirrored door(s)

Mirrored sides

Touch free operation

Removable ‘keep clean’ mat
BFits most major electric toothbrush 
manufacturers

Isoe 50
2 Shelves 
54300 
50cm x 70cm x 12.2cm

Isoe 60
5 Shelves 
54350 
60cm x 70cm x 12.2cm

Isoe 80
5 Shelves 
54400 
80cm x 70cm x 12.2cm

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Isoe 
mirror range.

DISCOVER MORE

Isoe 80

Isoe 60

Precision illumination
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€1059 €1209
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With elegant design and practical features at its core, the Exos cabinet combines 
a sleek finish with contemporary flourishes. Delicate, precision lighting frames the 
piece, while the decorative mirrored profile reflects the surrounding décor to integrate 
seamlessly into your bathroom.

Combined with integrated USB and charging sockets, de-misting doors, Exos is the 
height of fashion and functionality.

Exos Cabinets                                        

Exos LED Demisting, Aluminium Cabinets

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Exos 
cabinet range.

DISCOVER MORE

Key features
LED illumination

Ambient under cabinet lighting

Precision door 
illumination border

Mirrored back panel (Excl. Exos 120)

2 pin integrated charging socket(s)

USB charging socket(s)

Double sided mirrored door(s)

Heated pad in mirrored door(s)

Mirrored sides

Touch free operation

Removable ‘keep clean’ mat(s)

Exos 50
3 Shelves 
53500 
50cm x 70cm x 12.2cm

Exos 60
6 Shelves 
53600 
60cm x 70cm x 12.2cm

Exos 80
6 Shelves 
53800 
80cm x 70cm x 12.2cm

Exos 120
6 Shelves 
53900 
120cm x 70cm x 12.2cm

Exos 120

Exos 60

Exos 50

Charging Station - 2 pin charging socket and USB
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60

Ether’s clever design fulfils all your lighting needs. Ambient lighting, on the sides 
and base of the cabinet, creates a radiant halo effect on your wall. Simultaneously, 
a precision line of super bright LED light crowns the mirrored doors, giving you 
defined light for personal grooming or applying make-up.

You can adjust the ambient light, from cool white to a softer warm white, depending 
on your mood or bathroom scheme.

Inside the cabinet, there are integrated USB chargers and sockets for shavers. 
A removable silicone mat keeps your shelves smear-free.

Ether Cabinets                                        

Ether LED Demisting, Aluminium Cabinets

hib.co.uk 61

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Ether 
cabinet range.

DISCOVER MORE

Key features
Colour temperature changing LED 
illumination

Ambient lighting around three sides

Precision door illumination

Mirrored back panel

2 pin integrated charging socket(s)

USB charging socket(s)

Double-sided mirrored door(s)

Heated pad in mirrored door(s)

Mirrored sides

Touch free operation

Removable ‘keep clean’ mat(s)

Ether 50
3 Shelves 
50500 
50cm x 70cm x 12.2cm

Ether 60
6 Shelves 
50600 
60cm x 70cm x 12.2cm

Ether 80
6 Shelves 
50700 
80cm x 70cm x 12.2cm

Ether 60

Double-sided mirrored doors and mirrored back panel
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These beautifully designed cabinets are fitted with a proximity sensor. When you 
step in front of the mirror, the sensor activates radiant LED illumination and internal 
heat pads. These features stay on for five minutes after you have moved away, 
so you can switch them on, take a shower and come back to a clear mirror.

Ambient lighting underneath the cabinet adds another touch of luxury.

Vapor Cabinets                                        
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Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Vapor 
cabinet range.

DISCOVER MORE

Key features
LED illumination

Ambient under cabinet lighting

Heated pad in the mirrored door(s)

2 pin integrated charging socket(s)

USB charging socket(s)

Mirrored back panel

Double-sided mirrored door(s)

Central divide(s) on Vapor 60 and 
80 for more effective storage

Proximity sensor 
(Run on timer - 5 minutes)

Vapor 50
3 Shelves 
51400 
50cm x 70cm x 12.2cm

Vapor 60
6 Shelves 
51500 
60cm x 70cm x 12.2cm

Vapor 80
6 Shelves 
51600 
80cm x 70cm x 12.2cm

Vapor 60 with proximity sensor

Proximity sensor, stand in front 
of cabinet to turn light on.

Vapor LED Demisting, Aluminium Cabinets

A design statement that is striking when viewed from any angle, 
Dimension’s bold lines of illumination can be enjoyed from the 
front, sides and even from within the cabinet, creating a stunning 
focal point that is sure to impress. But it’s not just its exterior that 
makes Dimension different. Featuring Bluetooth® connectivity 
and integrated speakers, Dimension allows you to listen to 
much-loved music playlists, podcasts and audio books with ease.

Dimension Cabinets                                        
Bluetooth® connectivity brings music 
to your bathroom

Key features
Bluetooth® connectivityB

Integrated speakers

Heated pad in the mirrored 
door(s) to reduce condensation

2 pin integrated charging socket

USB charging sockets

Dual aspect LED illumination with 
detail on front and side profile

Adjustable glass shelving

Soft-close hinges

Mirrored sides

Touch switch
BOnly compatible smart phones and Bluetooth® devices

Dimension 50
3 Shelves 
54500 
50cm x 70cm x 14cm

Dimension 60 
3 Shelves

54600 
60cm x 70cm x 14cm

Dimension 80 
3 Shelves

54700 
80cm x 70cm x 14cm

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Dimension 
cabinet range.

DISCOVER MORE
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Dimension 80

Dimension LED Bluetooth® Speaker Cabinets
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With its mirrored doors and side panels, Edge is designed to reflect and radiate 
light on every surface.

This stunning cabinet emanates ambient light from the top and bottom, while the 
LED border detail creates more defined lighting on the mirrored doors.

Edge is functional too, with built-in charging points and a heated pad to help 
reduce condensation. Soft-close hinges ensure your doors close gently and 
quietly every time.

Edge Cabinets                                        

Edge LED Demisting, Aluminium Cabinets

Key features
LED illumination

Ambient top and bottom lighting

Heated pad in the mirrored door(s)

2 pin integrated charging socket

Double-sided mirrored door(s)

Mirrored sides

Soft-close hinges

Touch free operation

Edge 50
3 Shelves 
49400 
50cm x 70cm x 14cm

Edge 60
3 Shelves 
49500 
60cm x 70cm x 14cm

Edge 80
3 Shelves 
49600 
80cm x 70cm x 14cm

Edge 120
6 Shelves 
49700 
120cm x 70cm x 14cmEdge 120

Edge 60
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Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Edge 
cabinet range.

DISCOVER MORE

€848 €925

€1034 €1311



Paragon radiates ambient white light that you can adjust to suit your 
tastes and mood. The spectrum changes from invigorating cool whites 
to mellow warm whites. An integrated socket keeps your bathroom 
essentials fully charged, so you’re always ready on time.

Clean lines and a modern LED design make Stratus an instant contemporary 
classic. The cabinet is fitted with demisting technology, to help reduce 
condensation. Double-sided mirrored doors allow you to access a mirror, 
even when the door is open. And soft-close doors ensure your doors close 
gently and quietly every time.

Inside the cabinet you will find discreet integrated charging sockets, so your 
toothbrushes, shavers and trimmers will always be charged and ready for use.

Paragon Cabinets Stratus Cabinets

Paragon LED Demisting, Aluminium Cabinets Stratus LED Demisting, Aluminium Cabinets

Key features
Colour temperature changing LED illumination

Heated pad in the mirrored door(s)

2 pin integrated charging socket(s)

Double-sided mirrored door(s)

Soft-close hinges

Touch free operation

Paragon 50
3 Shelves 
51800 
56.4cm x 70cm x 14cm

Paragon 60
6 Shelves 
51900 
66.4cm x 70cm x 14cm

Paragon 80
6 Shelves 
52000 
86.4cm x 70cm x 14cm

Paragon 120
9 Shelves 
52100 
126.4cm x 70cm x 14cm

Paragon 60

Stratus 50
3 Shelves 
46800 
50cm x 70cm x 14cm

Stratus 60
3 Shelves 
46900 
60cm x 70cm x 14cm

Key features
LED illumination

Heated pad in the mirrored door(s)

2 pin integrated charging socket

Double-sided mirrored door(s)

Illumination on the back of the 
mirror door(s)

Soft-close hinges

Touch free operation
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Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Paragon 
cabinet range.DISCOVER MORE

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Stratus 
cabinet range.

DISCOVER MORE

€894 €1002

€1126 €1388 €835 €919



Dusk’s exterior of black glass side panels and low level ambient backlighting make it 
an eye-catching cabinet. Use the touchless sensor to set the scene, with effective top 
light illumination with colour temperature changing technology, which allows you to 
alter the light to suit your mood and use.

Inside the cabinet, useful features such as a 2 pin socket and USB charging point are 
installed for convenience, with adjustable glass shelving and keep clean mat to keep 
personal items neat and tidy.

Dusk Cabinets                                        

Dusk 60 shown with Rise pendant lighting (page 100)

Dusk LED Aluminium Cabinets

Key features
Colour temperature changing 
top LED illumination

2 pin integrated charging socket

USB charging socket

Double-sided mirrored door(s)

Central divide(s) on Dusk 60 and 
80 for more effective storage

Black trim detail with black 
glass sides

Soft-close hinges

Touch free operation

Removable ‘keep clean’ mat

Dusk 50
3 Shelves 
54000 
50cm x 70cm x 12cm

Dusk 60
3 Shelves 
54100 
60cm x 70cm x 12cm

Dusk 80
3 Shelves 
54200 
80cm x 70cm x 12cm
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Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Dusk 
cabinet range.

DISCOVER MORE

This range is available in three sizes 40 (Flux), 50 (Spectrum) and 
60 (Flare) wide.

LED Aluminium Cabinets with Mirror Sides

Flux, Spectrum
and Flare Cabinets

Flux
2 Shelves 
44600 
40 x 60 x 15cm

Spectrum
3 Shelves 
44700 
50 x 70 x 15cm

Flare
3 Shelves 
44900 
60 x 70 x 15cm

Key features
LED illumination

2 pin integrated charging socket

Double-sided mirrored door(s)

Soft-close hinges

Mirrored sides

Touch free operation

Flare

Spectrum

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Mirrored 
Sided cabinet ranges.DISCOVER MORE

€954 €1101

€1204 €730 €764 €934



Apex LED Aluminium Cabinets with Mirror Sides

Apex fuses high-end style with practical storage, creating a perfect centrepiece for 
your bathroom. The cabinet has a brightly lit top bar and diffuses ambient light from 
underneath. The light is adjustable and can be set to a cool or warm white tone. 
Its mirrored side profile reflects the colours of your bathroom scheme.

Inside, the cabinet has integrated charging points for toothbrushes, shavers 
and trimmers.

Apex Cabinets

Key features
Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

Ambient under cabinet lighting

2 pin integrated charging socket(s)

Double-sided mirror door(s)

Soft-close hinges.

Central divide(s) on Apex 60, 80 
and 100 for more effective storage

Mirrored sides

Touch free operation

Apex 50
3 Shelves 
47000 
50cm x 75cm x 13cm

Apex 80
6 Shelves 
47200 
80cm x 75cm x 13cm

Apex 60
6 Shelves 
47100 
60cm x 75cm x 13cm

Apex 100
6 Shelves 
47300 
100cm x 75cm x 13cm

Apex 100 - Warm White

Apex 60 - Cool White
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Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Apex 
cabinet range.

DISCOVER MORE

Xenon LED Aluminium Cabinets with Mirror Sides

Xenon’s sleek, mirrored exterior is complemented by vertical strips of LED 
colour temperature changing light. This allows you to set the mood, with cool 
or warm white illumination. Inside the cabinet you will find plenty of storage 
space and conveniently located charging points for your electric razors and 
toothbrushes. The cabinet is available as a single, double or triple-door unit — 
so there’s an option for any size of bathroom.

Xenon Cabinets

Xenon 50
3 Shelves 
46000 
50.5 x 70 x 13cm

Xenon 80
6 Shelves 
46200 
82 x 70 x 13cm

Xenon 120
9 Shelves 
46300 
120.5 x 70 x 13cm

Xenon 100
6 Shelves 
46250 
102 x 70 x 13cm

Xenon 60
6 Shelves 
46100 
60.5 x 70 x 13cm

Key features
Colour temperature 
changing ambient 
illumination

2 pin integrated 
charging socket

USB charging sockets

Double-sided

mirrored door(s)

Soft-close hinges

Mirrored sides

Touch free operation

Xenon 100 - Warm White

Xenon 120 - Cool White

USB charging sockets 2 pin charging socket

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Xenon 
cabinet range.

DISCOVER MORE

€848

€1111

€1002

€1234

€756 €971

€1234€1156

€910



Qubic LED Aluminium Cabinets

With one, two and three-door options available, this mirrored aluminium cabinet 
will transform your bathroom, creating a real sense of light and space.

Qubic has a sensor-activated LED trim, you can adjust for a warmer or cooler white 
hue. The cabinet also features integrated charging points and soft-close doors.

Qubic Cabinets

Key features
Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

2 pin integrated charging socket

Double-sided mirrored door(s)

Soft-close hinges

Touch free operation

Qubic 80
3 Shelves 
46600 
80 x 70 x 13cm

Qubic 120
9 Shelves 
48000 
120 x 70 x 13cm

Qubic 50
2 Shelves 
46400 
50 x 70 x 13cm

Qubic 60
3 Shelves 
46500 
60 x 70 x 13cm

Qubic 120 - Warm White
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Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Qubic 
cabinet range.

DISCOVER MORE Eris 40
2 Shelves 
45000 
40 x 60 x 13cm

Eris 50
2 Shelves 
45100 
50 x 70 x 13cm

Eris 60
2 Shelves 
45200 
60 x 70 x 13cm

Eris 30
5 Shelves 
45300 
30 x 170 x 13cm

Eris 80
6 Shelves 
48100 
80 x 70 x 13cm

Eris 120
9 Shelves 
48200 
120 x 70 x 13cm

Key features
Mirrored sides

Double-sided mirrored door(s)

Central divide(s) on Eris 80 and 120 
for more effective storage

Soft-close hinges

hib.co.uk 73

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Eris 
cabinet range.

DISCOVER MORE

Eris has a minimal, understated design that will complement any style of bathroom. 
With soft-close mirrored doors and mirrored side profiles, the cabinet is designed to 
reflect both light and its surroundings.

Eris Cabinets                                        

Eris 30Eris 120

Eris Aluminium Cabinets with Mirror Sides

€1086 €1388

€835 €1002
€420 €465

€505€717 €571 €751



Perfect for stud wall installations, semi-recessed Atrium provides 
all the storage of a cabinet, with the sleek exterior of a delicate 
illuminated mirror. Adjustable shelves, two low level charging 
docks and a removable keep clean mat tick the boxes for 
functionality, whilst an elegant exterior and ambient colour 
temperature change lighting make this a versatile style 
statement to suit any interior.

Atrium Semi-Recessed 
Cabinets                                        

Atrium LED Semi-Recessed Aluminium Cabinets

Key features
Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

Semi-recessed cabinet

8cm recessed depth

2 pin integrated charging socket(s)

USB charging socket(s)

Double-sided mirrored door(s)

Touch free operation

Atrium 80
6 Shelves 
53200 
80cm x 70cm x 14.5cm

Atrium 50
3 Shelves 
53000 
50cm x 70cm x 14.5cm

Atrium 60
6 Shelves 
53100 
60cm x 70cm x 14.5cm

Atrium 60
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Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Atrium 
cabinet range.

DISCOVER MORE

€1131

€881 €1028



The Vanquish cabinet includes all our best 
features including integrated charging points for 
razors and toothbrushes, heated pads to help 
reduce condensation and an LED mirror border 
with colour temperature changing lighting.

Vanquish Recessed Cabinets                                        

Vanquish LED Demisting, Recessed Aluminium Cabinets

Vanquish 50
3 Shelves 
47600 
53 x 73 x 12.5cm

Vanquish 80
6 Shelves 
47800 
83 x 73 x 12.5cm

Vanquish 120
9 Shelves 
47900 
123 x 73 x 12.5cm

Vanquish 60
6 Shelves 
47700 
63 x 73 x 12.5cm

Key features
Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

Recessed cabinet

12.4cm recessed depth

Heated pad in the mirrored door(s)

2 pin integrated charging socket(s)

Double-sided mirrored door(s)

Push-to-open doors

Central divide(s) on Vanquish 
60, 80 and 120 for more 
effective storage

Touch switch
Vanquish 50 - Cool White

Vanquish 120 - Warm White
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Scan for 
videos and further 
information about 
our Vanquish 
cabinet range.

DISCOVER MORE

€833

€1080 €1388

€999



When it comes to designing your bathroom, 
it can be the little things which make the 
biggest difference. The best accessories 
balance functionality and flair, adding a dash 
of personality which brings the space to life.

The HiB accessories range does just that, 
offering a high quality, quick, easy and 
stylish way to transform the look and feel of 
your bathroom. Our range has something 
for everyone, so whether you love timeless 
traditional or contemporary  cool, you’ll find 
your perfect match here.

Find your
accessories

Accessories

Multi Feature Shower Shelf Chrome with Magnetic Squeegee and Grab Bar - page 94

Accessory Series:

Hecto

Nano

Pico

Atto Chrome/Black/Brushed Brass 

Angled Grab Rails 

Grab Bars

 
Shower Accessories:

Corner Grab Bars

Shower Seat 

Shower Seat with Support Leg

Multi Feature Shelf

Easy Clean Baskets

Easy Lift Baskets

Riser Rail Baskets

Squeegee and Holder

80
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Toilet Roll Holder
ACHECH01
H11cm x W15cm x D5cm

Towel Ring
ACHECH03
H11cm x W22cm x D5cm

Tumbler*
ACHECH06
H12cm x W7cm x D10cm

Soap Dispenser*
ACHECH04 
H18cm x W7cm x D11cm

Towel Rail
ACHECH05
H4cm x W64cm x D8cm

Robe Hook
ACHECH02
H4cm x W4cm x D3cm

Toilet Roll Holder°
With Shelf and Anti-Slip Mat
ACTRHCH01
H10cm x W14cm x D8cm

Toilet Brush*
Wall Mounted
ACTBWHCH01
With removable and 
replaceable head

H40cm x W9cm x D11cm

Toilet Brush*
Floor Standing
ACTBFSCH01
With removable and 
replaceable head

H40cm x W9cm x D9cm

Hecto Accessory Series

Toilet Brush
Wall Mounted or Floor Standing

Keep your floor space clear 
with our wall mounted toilet 
brush. Hecto is simple to 
fit and its secure fixings 
mean it stays in place even 
in the busiest of bathrooms.
Alongside its high-quality, 
polished chrome finish, 
it includes a removable 
frosted glass tumbler for 
ease of cleaning and 
optimum hygiene.

*Removable for easy clean °Right or left hand installation

Hecto Accessory Series

All product dimensions are in cm hib.co.uk80 81
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€62

€75.50

€61 €146 €146

€100

€114

€37.60

€121



Toilet Roll Holder
ACNACH01 
H11cm x W15cm x D5cm

Towel Ring
ACNACH03 
H10cm x W29cm x D5cm

Tumbler*
ACNACH07
H12cm x W8cm x D11cm

Soap Dispenser*
ACNACH04
H17cm x W8cm x D11cm

Towel Rail
ACNACH06
H4cm x W64cm x D6cm

Grab Bar
ACNACH05
H6cm x W36cm x D8cm

Robe Hook
ACNACH02
H4cm x W4cm x D5cm

Toilet Roll Holder°
With Shelf and Anti-Slip Mat
ACTRHCH01
H10cm x W14cm x D8cm

Toilet Brush*
Wall Mounted
ACTBWHCH02
With removable and 
replaceable head

H44cm x W10cm x D12cm

Toilet Brush*
Floor Standing
ACTBFS02
With removable and 
replaceable head

H56cm x W10cm x D10cm

Nano Accessory Series

Toothbrush Tumbler

Keep your toothbrush 
to hand with our wall 
mounted glass tumbler. 
High quality polished 
chrome and frosted 
glass add a premium 
feel to this bathroom 
essential.

*Removable for easy clean °Right or left hand installation

Nano Accessory Series

All product dimensions are in cm hib.co.uk82 83
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Toilet Roll Holder
ACPICH01 
H2cm x W15cm x D10cm

Towel Ring
ACPICH03
H2cm x W21cm x D10cm

Tumbler*
ACPICH07
H12cm x W8cm x D10cm

Soap Dispenser*
ACPICH04
H17cm x W8cm x D12cm

Towel Rail
ACPICH06
H2cm x W64cm x D5cm

Grab Bar
ACPICH05
H3cm x W35cm x D6cm

Robe Hook
ACPICH02 
H5cm x W2cm x D4cm

Toilet Roll Holder°
With Shelf and Anti-Slip Mat
ACTRHCH01 
H10cm x W14cm x D8cm

Toilet Brush*
Wall Mounted
ACTBWHCH02
With removable and 
replaceable head 

H44cm x W10cm x D12cm

Toilet Brush*
Floor Standing
ACTBFS02
With removable and 
replaceable head

H56cm x W10cm x D10cm

Pico Accessory Series

Towel Ring

Soft lines and a polished 
chrome finish lend a modern 
feel to this towel ring, whilst 
secure fittings keep it perfectly 
positioned, wherever you 
choose to fix it.

*Removable for easy clean °Right or left hand installation

Pico Accessory Series

All product dimensions are in cm hib.co.uk84 85
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Grab Bar

Safety shouldn’t mean 
compromising on style. 
Geometric design and a 
choice of polished chrome or 
contemporary black make this 
secure-fix grab bar the ideal 
choice for any bathroom.

Chrome

Chrome

Brushed Brass

Toilet Roll Holder
ACATCH01 - Chrome
ACATBK01 - Black
ACATBB01 - Brushed Brass
H3cm x W13cm x D8cm

Towel Ring
ACATCH03 - Chrome
ACATBK03 - Black
ACATBB03 - Brushed Brass 
H2cm x W20cm x D8cm

Tumbler*
ACATCH07 - Chrome
ACATBK07 - Black 
H11cm x W7cm x D8cm

Soap Dispenser*
ACATCH04 - Chrome
ACATBK04 - Black 
H17cm x W7cm x D10cm

Towel Rail
ACATCH06 - Chrome
ACATBK06 - Black 
H2cm x W64cm x D7cm

Grab Bar
ACATCH05 - Chrome
ACATBK05 - Black 
H3cm x W30cm x D6cm

Robe Hook
ACATCH02 - Chrome
ACATBK02 - Black
ACATBB02 - Brushed Brass
H6cm x W2cm x D4cm

Toilet Roll Holder°
With Shelf and Anti-Slip Mat
ACTRHCH01 - Chrome
ACTRHBK01 - Black
ACTRHBB01 - Brushed Brass
H10cm x W14cm x D8cm

Toilet Brush*
Wall Mounted
ACTBWHCH01 - Chrome
ACTBWHBK03 - Black
With removable and 
replaceable head 

H40cm x W9cm x D11cm

Toilet Brush*
Floor Standing
ACTBFSCH01 - Chrome
ACTBFSBK03 - Black
With removable and 
replaceable head 

H40cm x W9cm x D9cm

Atto Accessory Series

ChromeAvailable in: Black Brushed Brass

*Removable for easy clean °Right or left hand installation

Atto Accessory Series available in Chrome, Black and Brushed Brass 

Black

All product dimensions are in cm hib.co.uk86 87
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All product dimensions are in cm

Angled Grab Rails for added reassurance and safety Angled Grab Rails with Toilet Roll Holder and Shelf with Anti-Slip Mat 

Angled Grab Rail (Left)
ACCACH03 
H24 cm x W67cm x D9cm

Angled Grab Rail (Right)
ACCACH04 
H24 cm x W67cm x D9cm

Angled Grab Rails

This stylish chrome rail has been designed 
with safety in mind. With left and right 
handed options available, this angled 
grab rail is ideal for a range of settings 
in the bathroom and facilitates greater 
ease of movement around the room.   

Angled Grab Rails

Angled Grab Rail with Toilet Roll Holder 
and Shelf with Anti-Slip Mat (Right)
PAM003 
H35cm x W73cm x D10cm (Maximum)

Angled Grab Rail with Toilet Roll Holder 
and Shelf with Anti-Slip Mat (Left)
PAM002 
H35cm x W73cm x D10cm (Maximum)

Angled Grab Rail with Toilet Roll Holder 
and Shelf with Anti-Slip Mat (Right)

Shelf with Anti-Slip Mat

Sometimes the smaller accessories can make 
a big difference to the bathroom. This stunning 
multipurpose shelf with integrated anti-slip mat 
is designed to offer a convenient and practical 
solution with a premium finish.

Shelf with Anti-Slip Mat
ACCACH05 
H1cm x W14cm x D10cm

Angled Grab Rail (Right)

Angled Grab Rail with Toilet Roll Holder and Shelf with Anti-Slip Mat (Left)
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Atto Grab Bar
ACATCH05 - Chrome 
H3cm x W30cm x D6cm

Atto Grab Bar
ACATBK05 - Black 
H3cm x W30cm x D6cm

Pico Grab Bar
ACPICH05
H3cm x W35cm x D6cm

Nano Grab Bar
ACNACH05
H6cm x W36cm x D8cm

Grab Bar with Grip
ACCACH02
H3cm x W32cm x D7cm

Grab Bars

Feel secure with the increased safety of a grab bar in 
your bath or shower space. HiB’s range of secure fix 
grab bars offer a multipurpose solution, with styles 
to suit your individual bathroom design. For added 
reassurance, our grab bar with textured grip offers an 
enhanced safety solution.

Grab Bars Corner Grab Bars

Corner Shower Basket with Grab Bar

Storage meets stability with our corner 
grab bar. A sturdy, textured handle makes 
this option both safe and stylish, whilst the 
basket offers ample room for showering 
essentials.

Corner Shower Basket with Grab Bar
ACSBCH09 
H7cm x W24cm x D24cm

Corner Grab Bar with Grip

Offering all the security and support of a grab 
bar with a stylish, textured finish to complete 
the look of the room, this handy corner 
solution can be neatly positioned in the bath 
or shower area at different heights to suit 
your individual needs. The enhanced grip 
application allows you to use the bar with ease 
and offers superior safety and peace of mind.

Corner Grab Bar
ACCACH01 
H3cm x W35cm x D3cm

Corner Grab BarsGrab Bars
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Shower Seat for safety and comfort

Shower Seat

Shower Seat
White

This compact and discreet shower seat is a sleek 
and contemporary solution that offers improved 
convenience and accessibility without intruding on 
the space. With strong fixings to hold up to 18 stone 
(120kg), this shower seat is designed to improve 
comfort and mobility when washing.Shower Seat - White

ACSSWHI01 
H9cm x W37cm x D33cm (Folded down) 
H36cm x W37cm x D6cm (Folded up)

Shower Seat with Support Leg available in White or Dark Grey finish

Shower Seat with Support Leg

Shower Seat 
with Support Leg 
ACSSWHI02 - White 
H45cm x W37cm x D40cm (Folded down) 
H51cm x W37cm x D6cm (Folded up)

Shower Seat 
with Support Leg 
ACSSDAG01 - Dark Grey 
H45cm x W37cm x D40cm (Folded down) 
H51cm x W37cm x D6cm (Folded up)

Shower Seat
With Support Leg

For additional reassurance, HiB’s shower seat 
with support leg offers a high quality solution with 
a desirable compact design. The foldable system 
is available in a choice of white and dark grey 
finishes and can be securely fixed to hold up to 
23 stone (150kgs). 
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Multi Feature Shower Shelf With Magnetic Squeegee and Grab Bar

Multi Feature Shower Shelf

Multi Feature Shower Shelf
With Magnetic Squeegee and Grab Bar

Keep the clutter at bay with our 
multi feature shower shelf, which blends 
storage space with safety thanks to 
its polished grab bar. Combined with 
a convenient magnetic squeegee 
attachment, this shower basket ticks 
all of the boxes.   

Multi Feature
Shower Grab Bar, Squeegee and Shelf
ACSBCH08 - Chrome
ACSBBK08 - Black 
H9cm x W30cm x D10cm

ChromeAvailable in: Black

hib.co.uk94 95
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Easy Clean 

Corner Shower Basket with Removable Tray
Easy Clean
ACSBCH03 - Chrome
ACSBBK03 - Black
H7cm x W16cm x D17cm

Shower Basket with Removable Tray
Easy Clean
ACSBCH04 
H7cm x W22cm x D11cm

Two Tier Corner Shower Basket 
with Removable Trays
Easy Clean
ACSBCH07 - Chrome
ACSBBK07 - Black 
H38cm x W16cm x D17cm

Easy Clean Shower Baskets

The stainless steel Easy Clean 
shower basket is the perfect 
choice for those who love a modern 
look, and thanks to the removable, 
dishwasher-safe inner tray, cleaning 
couldn’t be simpler. For family 
bathrooms, or households who 
love their lotions and potions, the 
corner shower basket is available in 
dual configuration for extra storage.

Easy clean system

Reversible to both left and right hand installations

Easy Clean Shower Baskets

ChromeAvailable in: Black

€220 €271

€112

€112

€220

€135

€271



Easy Lift

Easy Lift Shower Baskets

A style all-rounder, Easy Lift is just as at home in an 
industrial interior as it is a timeless traditional setting. 
The specially designed secure fixing allows these 
baskets to be easily removed and reattached, 
for a comprehensive clean in moments. Available 
in classic chrome or matt black.

Corner Shower Basket
Easy Lift
ACSBCH05 - Chrome
ACSBBK01 - Black 
H8cm x W19cm x D19cm

Shower Basket
Easy Lift
ACSBCH06 - Chrome
ACSBBK02 - Black 
H8cm x W26cm x D12cm

ChromeAvailable in: Black

Easy lift secure bracket system

Easy Lift Shower Baskets
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Squeegee and Holder
PAM001 
Squeegee: H17cm x W24cm x D2cm 
Squeegee Holder: H5.5cm x W4cm x D2cm

Squeegee and Holder

Keep your shower shining with our space 
efficient squeegee and holder. 

Squeegee and Holder

Riser Rail Baskets

Traditional Riser Rail Basket
Clip On
ACSBCH01
Ø18-25mm required 
H8cm x W16cm x D14cm

Modern Riser Rail Basket
Clip On
ACSBCH02
Ø18-25mm required 
H7cm x W23cm x D11cm

Riser Rail Baskets

Short on space? Our Riser Rail Baskets 
attach to your existing shower for 
maximum storage with minimum 
impact on your room to manoeuvre. 
Classic design ensures these baskets 
fit seamlessly into any bathroom décor.

€102

€102

€146

€146
€53.50

€128

€138



The right lighting is key to creating your 
perfect bathroom ambience. It can 
invigorate you and prepare you for the 
day ahead, or relax and calm you when you 
need to unwind. The lighting in our range 
is both carefully considered and beautifully 
designed to set the mood and add a touch 
of understated luxury.

Find your
lighting

Lighting

Peak - page 100 Scan for videos and further information on 
our lighting ranges.DISCOVER MORE
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Pendant Lighting                                     
Pendant Lighting

Key features
LED illumination

Hand-blown glass shades

Adjustable 1 metre cable

IP44 rated

Replaceable lamp 
on Summit (E27) Peak 

0750 
W8cm 
Maximum Length 113.5cm

Rise 
0770 
W12cm 
Maximum Length 126.8cm

Summit 
Chrome - 0760
Black - 0761
Brushed Brass - 0762 
W13.5cm
Maximum Length 129.8cm

Summit

hib.co.uk100 101
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Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Pendant
Lighting range.

DISCOVER MORE

Rhythm features a Bluetooth®-enabled speaker that allows you to play your favourite 
music, podcast or audiobook straight from your device. A remote control means you 
can adjust the volume, skip a track and even change the dimmable LED light from cool 
white to warm white. Switch between a spectrum of red, green and blue hues to create 
a whole new level of ambience. This groundbreaking light helps you personalise your 
bathroom experience, setting the tone for an energetic morning routine or an 
indulgent evening pamper.

Rhythm
Bluetooth® Light                                       
Bluetooth® connectivity brings 
music to your bathroom

Rhythm Bluetooth® Ceiling Light

Key features
Remote control operation – lighting and music

Bluetooth® connectivity with 
compatible devices

Hand-blown glass shade

Colour temperature changing LED illumination

1555lm max

Dimmable

12 RGB colour options (non-dimmable)

6w speaker

IP44 rated Rhythm 
0710 
23cm x Ø18cm

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Rhythm 
ceiling light.

DISCOVER MORE

€131 €146 €161
€172.20
€184.50

€366



Inertia 
0680 
8cm x 30cm x 30cm

Momentum 
0690 
12.5cm x Ø31cm

Momentum

Polar 
0720 
5.2cm x Ø30cm

Horizon 
0730 
5cm x Ø30cm

Lumen 
0740 
4cm x Ø30cm

Key features
LED illumination

Polar, Horizon and 
Luman - IP44 rated

Momentum and 
Inertia Suitable for 
Zone 2 

Stylish design

Ceiling Lights

Polar

Horizon

hib.co.uk 103

Scan for 
videos 
and further 
information 
about our 
Ceiling Light 
range.

DISCOVER MORE

Complement your luxurious bathroom with a classic, minimal ceiling light.

Our range offers you the choice of LED or conventional energy efficient 
bulbs. There are five designs to choose from — four circular and 
one square.

Ceiling Lights                               

Lumen
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€220€220
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When you invest in a premium bathroom, 
you want the assurance that it will continue 
to look fresh and new in the years to come. 
This is why a quality ventilation system 
is advised.

A build-up of steam and poor ventilation can 
cause a number of problems. These range 
from unsightly mould, to problematic damp 
and serious structural damage.

With these concerns in mind, we developed 
a range of design-led ventilation products that 
prevent an unhealthy build-up of condensation 
without compromising your style.

Find your
ventilation
system

Ventilation

Hush - page 110 Scan for videos and further information on 
our ventilation ranges.DISCOVER MORE
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Key features
Complete kit includes 
fascia, inline fan, 3 metre 
flexible ø10cm ducting, 
external fixed grille and 
steel hose clamps

Powerful 210m3/hr 
extraction rate

Low noise level of only 
32dB

Optional warm or cool 
white LED illumination*

Adjustable run on timer. 
Select from 2 up to 30 
minutes of extraction 
after the main light is 
turned off

IPX4 rated
*Replacement lamps available from HiB

Cyclone Non Illuminated 
White 
33300
Diameter Ø14.5cm - Depth 1.5cm
Noise Level - 32dB

Cyclone Illuminated
White 
Warm White - 33800 
Cool White - 32600
Diameter Ø14.5cm - Depth 1.5cm
Noise Level - 32dB

Cyclone Non Illuminated 
Chrome 
33400
Diameter Ø14.5cm - Depth 1.5cm
Noise Level - 32dB

Cyclone Illuminated
Chrome 
Warm White - 33700 
Cool White - 32700
Diameter Ø14.5cm - Depth 1.5cm
Noise Level - 32dB

How Cyclone works
Cyclone motor 
in the loft

Ducting
Air extracted 
outside

External 
wall grille

Ideal for large 
bathrooms or 
wet rooms

Cyclone fascia 
mounted to 
ceiling

The large and high powered inline motor is 
remotely sited within the loft space and is 
connected to the fascia and external wall grille 
by the supplied flexible ducting.

Cyclone High Powered Inline Ceiling Fans

Cyclone, Chrome - Non Illuminated

Cyclone, Chrome - Cool White LEDThis high-powered inline fan comfortably clears condensation in 
a larger bathroom. Cyclone’s slim, flushmounted grille sits 
discreetly in your ceiling and is quiet enough to maintain the 
relaxing ambience of your space.

Cyclone Ceiling Fans                                     
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Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Cyclone 
ceiling fans.

DISCOVER MORE

€197 €245€214 €262



Key features
Complete kit includes 
fascia, inline fan, 3 metre 
flexible ø10cm ducting, 
external fixed grille and 
steel hose clamps 

137m3/hr extraction rate

Low noise level of only 
37dB

Optional warm or cool 
white LED illumination*

Adjustable run on timer. 
Select from 2 up to 30 
minutes of extraction 
after the main light is 
turned off

IPX4 rated
*Replacement lamps available from HiB

How Turbo works
Turbo motor 
in the loft

Ducting
Air extracted 
outside

External 
wall grille

Ideal for 
medium 
and large 
bathrooms.

Turbo fascia 
mounted to 
ceiling

The inline motor is remotely sited within 
the loft space and is connected to the 
fascia and external wall grille by the 
supplied flexible ducting.

Turbo High Powered Inline Ceiling Fans

Turbo, Chrome - Cool White LED

Turbo, White - Warm White LED

Turbo Non Illuminated 
White 
33500
Diameter Ø14.5cm - Depth 1.5cm
Noise Level - 37dB

Turbo Non Illuminated 
Chrome 
33600
Diameter Ø14.5cm - Depth 1.5cm
Noise Level - 37dB

Turbo Illuminated
White 
Warm White - 34000 
Cool White - 32200
Diameter Ø14.5cm - Depth 1.5cm
Noise Level - 37dB

Turbo Illuminated
Chrome 
Warm White - 33900 
Cool White - 32300
Diameter Ø14.5cm - Depth 1.5cm
Noise Level - 37dB

Power meets precision in Turbo. A powerful electric motor effectively 
removes condensation to prevent damp, mould and unpleasant odours. 
The fan runs quietly in the background and has a built-in timer, so you can 
set it to run for as long as you need.

Available in a chrome or white finish with optional warm or cool white 
LED illumination.

Turbo Ceiling Fans                                     
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Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Turbo 
ceiling fans.

DISCOVER MORE

€105 €122 €140 €156



Hush White 
Timer - 31500

Hush White 
Timer & Humidity Sensor - 31600

Hush White 
SELV - 34500

Hush Matt Silver 
Timer - 31700

Hush Matt Silver 
Timer & Humidity Sensor - 31800

Hush Chrome 
Timer - 33100

Hush Chrome 
Timer & Humidity Sensor - 33200

Hush Chrome 
SELV - 34600

H15.8cm x W15.8cm x D3cm
Noise Level - 25dB

H15.8cm x W15.8cm x D3cm
Noise Level - 25dB

H15.8cm x W15.8cm x D3cm
Noise Level - 25dB

Key features
Up to 97m3/hr 
extraction rate

An ultra quiet level 
of 25dB

Back draft damper

Available in three 
colours, with timer 
or timer and 
humidity sensor

White and Chrome 
fascias also have the 
option of a Safety Extra 
Low Voltage motor 
(SELV)

IPX4 rated

Hush Wall-Mounted Fans

Hush, Matt Silver

With a running volume of just 25 decibels, Hush is the quietest fan in our range. 
This fan can be ceiling or wall mounted, giving you the freedom to decide which 
option works best for your space without compromising your style.

There are three different models in the range: Safety Extra Low Voltage (SELV), 
with adjustable timer, or with adjustable timer and a clever humidity sensor that 
activates the fan automatically, before condensation has time to build.

Choose from White, Chrome or Matt Silver.

With its sleek design and whisper quiet motor, Breeze is barely even noticeable. 
Yet its powerful, efficient performance keeps your bathroom perfectly ventilated 
and moisture-free. There are three different models in the range: Safety Extra Low 
Voltage (SELV), with adjustable timer, or with adjustable timer and a clever 
humidity sensor that activates the fan automatically, before condensation 
has time to build.

This versatile unit can be ceiling or wall-mounted and comes in a choice of three 
finishes: White, Chrome or Matt Silver.

Hush 
Wall-Mounted Fans                                     

Breeze 
Wall-Mounted Fans                                     

Breeze White 
Timer - 31100

Breeze White 
Timer & Humidity Sensor - 31200

Breeze White 
SELV - 34700

Breeze Matt Silver 
Timer - 31300

Breeze Matt Silver 
Timer & Humidity Sensor - 31400

Breeze Chrome 
Timer - 32800

Breeze Chrome 
Timer & Humidity Sensor - 32900

Breeze Chrome 
SELV - 34800

H15.2cm x W15.2cm x D3.3cm
Noise Level - 32dB

H15.2cm x W15.2cm x D3.3cm
Noise Level - 32dB

H15.2cm x W15.2cm x D3.3cm
Noise Level - 32dB

Key features
Up to 97m3/hr 
extraction rate

An ultra quiet level 
of 32dB

Back draft damper

Available in three 
colours, with timer 
or timer and 
humidity sensor

White and Chrome 
fascias also have the 
option of a Safety Extra 
Low Voltage motor 
(SELV)

IPX4 rated

Breeze Wall-Mounted Fans

Breeze, White
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Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Hush 
wall fans.

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Breeze 
wall fans.

DISCOVER MORE DISCOVER MORE

€129 €165

€142 €142 €181

€154 €156 €185

€77 €113

€93 €93 €129

€97 €109 €130



Air-Star, White 
31900
H15.5cm x W15.5cm x D4.3cm
Noise Level - 33dB

Air-Star, Matt Sliver 
32100
H15.5cm x W15.5cm x D4.3cm
Noise Level - 33dB

Key features
89m3/hr extraction rate

Quiet level of only 33dB

Back draft damper

LED showerlight fascia*

Safety Extra Low Voltage 
motor (SELV)

IPX4 rated
*Replacement lamps available from HiB

Key features
3 meters of flexible Ø10cm ducting

A choice of brown or white external 
fixed grille

2x steel hose clamps

Compatible with: 

Hush - Page 110 

Breeze - Page 111 

Air-Star - Page 112

Air-Star Ceiling Fans Ventilation Accessories

Air-Star, Matt Silver White

BrownAccessory Kit
White - 32400

Accessory Kit
Brown - 32500

Available in two colour finishes.Air-Star Ceiling Fans                                     
These kits include 3 metres of flexible ø10cm ducting, a fixed grille and 
x2 steel hose clamps, which are all compatible with our Breeze, Hush 
and Air-Star range of ceiling and wall fans.

Available in two colour finishes.

Accessory Kits
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Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our Air-Star 
ceiling fans.

DISCOVER MORE

Scan for videos and 
further information 
about our 
Accessory Kits

DISCOVER MORE

€154 €170

€24

€24



Lighting Regulations

Zone 1 refers to the area above the shower 
up to a height of 2.25 metres and requires a 
minimum rating of IP44 or higher and if the 
fitting is 240V a 30ma RCD must be used to 
protect the circuit.

Zone 2 covers an area 0.6 metres wide 
immediately next to, and all round zone 1. 
Wash basins should also be treated as zone 
2. The minimum rating here is IPX4.

Outside Zone has no special requirements, 
unless water jets are likely to be used for 
cleaning purposes.

The IP (Ingress Protection) Standard describes a uniform system for classifying the degrees of 
protection provided by the enclosures of electrical equipment.
For example, if a bathroom’s light is rated IP65, then the 6 means its ‘Protected against Dust’ and the 5 means its ‘Protected against Water Jets’ from a shower, 
tap or cleaning processes from any direction.

All installations must comply with guidelines which are based on a zonal concept. The diagram below illustrates this concept 
and must be followed to ensure the safe installation of electrical appliances in the bathroom. These regulations apply to domestic 
installations only. Installations must be made in accordance with the current IEE wiring regulations and relevant building regulations. 
HiB recommends that all electrical bathroom products should only be fitted by a suitably qualified, Part P registered electrician. 

First numeral - protection against ingress of foreign bodies, E.G. Tools, dust, fingers, etc.

Second numeral - protection against ingress of liquids.
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No protection

No protection

Protected 
against solid 
objects with 
a diameter of 
50mm and over 
(e.g. Accidental 
insertion of 
hands).

Protected 
against drops 
of condensed 
water. Drops 
of condensed 
water falling on 
the enclosure 
shall have no 
harmful effect.

Protection 
against drops 
of liquid. Drops 
of falling liquid 
shall have 
no harmful 
effect when 
the enclosure 
is tilted at an 
angle up to 15 
degrees from 
the vertical.

Protection 
against rain. 
Water falling in 
rain at an angle 
equal or smaller 
than 60 degrees 
with respect to 
the vertical shall 
have no harmful 
effect.

Protection 
against 
splashing. 
Liquid splashed 
from any 
direction shall 
have no harmful 
effect.

Protection 
against water 
jets. Water 
projected by 
a nozzle from 
any direction 
under stated 
conditions shall 
have no harmful 
effect.

Protection 
against 
conditions on 
ship decks (deck 
equipment). 
Water from 
heavy seas 
shall not enter 
the enclosures 
under 
prescribed 
conditions.

Protection 
against 
immersion in 
water. It shall not 
be possible for 
water to enter 
the enclosure 
under stated 
conditions of 
pressure and 
time.

Protection 
against 
indefinite 
immersion in 
water under 
specified 
pressure. It shall 
not be possible 
for water to 
enter the 
enclosure.

Protected 
against solid 
objects over 
12mm (e.g. 
jointed fingers).

Protected 
against solid 
objects over 
2.5mm (tools).

Protected 
against solid 
objects over 
1mm (small 
wires).

Protected 
against dust - 
limited ingress 
permitted 
(no harmful 
deposit).

Totally 
protected 
against dust.

Need further information or advice?
Please contact our customer service on +44 (0)20 8441 0352

Lighting Regulations                                     Index

All sizes and measurements are approximate but we try to make sure that they are as accurate as possible.
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Air 50/60/80/120 Mirrors 22

Air-Star Fans 112

Ambience 
40/50/60/90/120/140 
Mirrors

19

Angled Grab Rails 88

Apex  50/60/80/100 
Cabinets

70

Arena 80/120 Oval  Mirrors 17

Arte 60 Mirrors 44

Astral Mirror 35

Atrium 50/60/80 Cabinets 74

Atto Accessory Series 86

Aura 50/60/80 Mirrors 29

Beam 50/60/80 Mirrors 28

Bellus 60/80 Mirrors 14

Boundary 50/60/80 Mirrors 34

Breeze Fans 111

Cirque Magnifying Mirror 50

Connect 50/60/80/120 
Mirrors

38

Corner Grab Bars 91

Cyclone Fans 106

Demista Pads 115

Dimension 50/60/80 
Cabinets

63

Duplus 50/60/80 Mirrors 33

Dusk 50/60/80 Cabinets 68

Eclipse Round Magnifying 
Mirror

51

Eclipse Square Magnifying 
Mirror

51

Edge 50/60/80/120 Cabinets 64

Element 50/60/120 Mirrors 26

Emma Mirror 46

Eris
30/40/50/60/80/120 
Cabinets

73

Easy Clean Baskets 95

Easy Lift Baskets 96

Ether 50/60/80 Cabinets 60

Exos 50/60/80/120 Cabinets 58

Fili Mirror 48

Flare Cabinet 69

Flux Cabinet 69

Fold 50/60/80 Mirrors 20

Frontier 60/70 Mirrors 13

Georgia 50/60 Mirrors 45

Globe
45/50/60/90/120/140 
Mirrors

24

Globe Plus 50/60/80 Mirrors 36

Grab Bars 90

Hecto Accessory Series 80

Helix Round Magnifying 
Mirror

51
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Helix Square Magnifying Mirror 51

Horizon Ceiling Light 102

Hush Fans 110

Inertia Ceiling Light 102

Isoe 50/60/80 Cabinets 56

Jackson Mirror 48

Jazz Mirror 49

Johnson Mirror 48

Joshua Mirror 48

Libra Magnifying Mirror 50

Linus Mirror 46

Lumen Ceiling Light 102

Maxim 50/60/80 Mirrors 12

Momentum Ceiling Light 102

Multi Feature Shelf 94

Nano Accessory Series 82

Olivia Mirror 46

Outline 50/60/80 Mirrors 27

Paragon 50/60/80/120 
Cabinets

66

Peak Pendant Light 100

Pico Accessory Series 84

Platform 50/60/80 Mirrors 30

Polar Ceiling Light 102

Qubic 50/60/80/120 
Cabinets

72

Rhythm Ceiling Light 101

Rise Pendant Light 100

Riser Rail Baskets 97

Rondo Mirror 49

Shower Seat 92

Shower Seat w/Support Leg 93

Solas 50/60 Mirrors 10

Solstice 60/80 Mirrors 8

Spectre 50/60/100 Mirrors 41

Spectrum Cabinet 69

Sphere 60/80 Mirrors 16

Squeegee and Holder 97

Stratus 50/60 Cabinets 67

Summit Pendant Light 100

Theme 60/80/100  Mirrors 18

Trim Curve 40/50 Mirrors 42

Trim Round 60/80 Mirrors 43

Triumph 50/60 Mirrors 47

Turbo Fans 108

Vapor 50/60/80 Cabinets 62

Vega 40/50/60/80/120 
Mirrors

32

Vanquish Cabinets 
50/60/80/120

76

Verve 50/60/80 Cabinets 54

Willow Mirror 48

Xenon 50/60/80/100/120 
Cabinets

71

Zircon 50/60/80 Mirrors 40

Members of Bluetooth® Special 
Interest Group (SIG)

 Our sensor switches requires 150mm clearance from objects, walls and surfaces. hib.co.uk114 115

Demista Pads                                   

An effective solution to an everyday 
problem. A Demista pad can be easily 
fitted behind a mirror to deliver fast, 
efficient demisting in seconds. 
The technology is available as an 
optional extra on mirrors 
where indicated.

Other sizes available on request for 
contract orders.

Demista 
Pads Art No. Dimensions

D1 37010 30 x 25cm

D2 37020 30 x 57cm

D3 37030 50 x 53cm

D4 37040 50 x 105cm

€73
€100
€130
€205



View all of our 
brochures online

No part of this brochure may be reprinted or duplicated without our consent. All sizes and 
measurements are approximate but we try to make sure that they are as accurate as possible. 
In the interest of continuous production development HiB reserves the right to alter 
specification as necessary.
HiB® is a registered trademark of HiB Ltd. E & OE.
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